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Abstract1

Fast and Non-Destructive Near Infrared Spectroscopic Analysis2

Associated With Chemometrics: An Efficient Tool in Assisting3

Breeding Programs †
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Abstract: Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is nowadays a highly-appreciated quality control11
technique, due to its numerous advantages, such as: non-demanding sample preparation (even no12
sample preparation)/ easy to use/ robust/ environmental – friendly/ short analysis time. Hence, it13
gained an important position in laboratories, being more and more used in food industry for14
characterizing the quality of both food products and raw materials. There are numerous15
researches dealing with the quality control of agricultural products, among which there are also16
the seeds of crop plants; the improvement in both biological and nutritional properties was and17
continues to be a major concern for breeding programs and in this context NIRS can bring a18
valuable contribution, by providing relevant data on nutritional quality in a fast way. This paper is19
a case study in which soybeans genotypes were tested in order to find both the quality attributes20
and the best candidates for the developing of new varieties. 72 soybean cultivars from the21
Research & Development Station for Agriculture, Turda were analyzed using a Tango22
spectrometer (Bruker, Germany). The instrument was calibrated to provide data for intact grains,23
on: moisture, fat, proteins, as well as for several fatty acids: stearic, oleic, linoleic and linolenic.24
Data were further subjected to chemometric analysis, which was accomplished using Matlab25
(MathWorks Inc., USA) ; principal component analysis was accomplished on autoscaled26
preprocessed data, using six variables (the measured parameters), reveling both the genotypes27
with the best quality attributes and similarities between the studied ones. The variability of the28
chemical composition within the analyzed germoplasm indicates that there is potential for29
successful improvement of the quality parameters in soybeans. This study can provide a30
framework for new applied researches for both plant breeding programs as well as a new method31
for quality control of soybeans’ products; the method is advantageous since the analyzed seeds32
can be used further, being not destroyed for analysis.33
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